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Global Small Cap Equity Strategy Notes  
First Quarter 2024 (1 January – 31 March 2024) 

The Brandes Global Small Cap Equity Strategy gained 10.87% (gross of fees), outperforming its benchmark, the MSCI 
ACWI Small Cap Index, which was up 3.91% in the quarter, and the MSCI ACWI Small Cap Value Index, which returned 
3.13%. 
 
Positive Contributors 
Holdings in the industrials sector drove returns. Among the top performers were aerospace and defence companies 
Rolls-Royce (U.K.) and Embraer (Brazil), as well as U.S.-based construction and engineering company Orion Group and 
machinery business Graham Corporation.   
 
Our aerospace and defence holdings, including Rolls-Royce and Embraer, continued to benefit from the ongoing 
recovery in passenger air travel that has led to solid revenue growth, expanding profit margins, healthier cash-flow 
generation, and healed balance sheets. These positive fundamental developments helped confirm our long-term 
thesis around franchise quality, balance sheet durability, and end-market recovery potential for these holdings. 
Moreover, record backlogs highlighted—in our view—the appealing long-term secular growth outlook for global 
passenger air travel in an industry that has historically allowed incumbents to generate attractive returns on capital. 
Consequently, we revised our intrinsic value estimates for several of our aerospace and defence holdings upward, and 
believe they continue to offer an attractive risk/reward trade-off at current valuation levels. 
 
Orion Group benefited from notable growth in its marine and concrete segments, while Graham Corp rose on better-
than-expected earnings and revised guidance.   
 
Outside industrials, our financials holdings also aided returns, led by Ireland’s AIB Group, Slovenian Nova Ljubljanska 
Banka, Austria-based Addiko Bank, and Japanese Hachijuni Bank.  
 
Additional standout contributors included U.S. security system company Arlo Technologies and Ireland-based 
convenience foods producer Greencore Group, as well as Hong Kong-based shoe manufacturer Yue Yuen Industrial 
and food products company First Pacific.  
 
Performance Detractors 
Significant detractors included several health care holdings such as Spain’s Grifols, France-based Euroapi, and 
Japanese H.U. Group Holdings.   
 
Biotechnology firm Grifols grappled with multiple declines in its share price following a short seller’s report that 
questioned the company's debt and corporate governance practices. In our opinion, the risks highlighted in the report 
had been largely known, and we maintained our position in the company despite the volatility—albeit now at a lower 
weighting due to the share-price decline. While we have long been concerned with the company’s elevated financial 
leverage, we recognize that Grifols has several options at its disposal that can help derisk, including the partial sale of 
its stake in Shanghai RAAS that is scheduled to close in the first half of this year.  
 
We continue to believe there is potentially meaningful upside in the stock and we are managing the elevated balance 
sheet risk through allocation sizing. Grifols' plasma business weathered considerable challenges amid the COVID-19 
pandemic, including decreased blood donations and higher costs associated with compensating donors. Today, blood 
donation volumes are running above pre-COVID levels and collection costs are declining as the pandemic-related 
supply challenges fade. Admittedly, the free-cash-flow recovery has been slower than anticipated as Grifols has been 
making substantial investments to expand capacity for future growth. While these investments have weighed on 
short-term profitability and cash flow, we believe they should be beneficial for the company in the long term as the 
industry transitions back to the pre-COVID growth trajectory. Furthermore, we appreciate Grifols’ competitive position 
in a consolidated industry with high barriers to entry and long-term secular growth, as well as its business model that 
should allow it to generate steady free cash flow if the industry returns to equilibrium. Trading at a single-digit multiple 
of pre-COVID earnings, Grifols appears attractively valued to us. 
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Beyond health care, other detractors included U.K.-based food retailer J Sainsbury and Mexican homebuilder 
Consorcio ARA. 
 
Select Activity in the Quarter 
We initiated a position in Canada-based CAE.  
 
CAE supplies simulation equipment and integrated pilot training services to both civil aviation and military customers. 
Competing in a market dominated by two key players (the other being Flight Safety), CAE boasts the world’s largest 
installed base of full-flight simulators. Over the past 20 years, CAE has diversified into the less cyclical pilot training 
business, offering training services through a global network of over 250 civil aviation and military training locations 
across 40 countries. The company derives 40% of its revenues from simulation products and 60% from training and 
services.  
 
Our coverage of CAE began in 2011, and since then, our assessment of the company’s core franchise quality remains 
unchanged. With its dominant position in flight simulation and pilot training, CAE has historically generated solid free 
cash flow and healthy returns on invested capital. The company also benefits from its access to attractive financing 
sources in the form of perpetual zero-cost loans from the Canadian government for research and development 
initiatives.  
 
It is notable that during the COVID-19 pandemic, CAE took significant steps to strengthen its competitive position and 
improve industry structure. Firstly, the company leveraged its financial strength to complete a series of opportunistic 
acquisitions, purchasing nine companies at what we deemed depressed prices. This has helped CAE consolidate end-
markets and expand capabilities. Secondly, it restructured its cost base, closing nine plants and removing $70m in 
annualized costs that resulted in a 1.5% margin benefit on sales. Lastly, CAE expanded its relationship with mainline 
airlines, which chose to outsource an increasing share of their internal training needs. To satisfy this new demand, 
CAE embarked on a heavy capital expenditure cycle over the course of the pandemic that we believe will benefit 
shareholders in the years ahead. 
 
The opportunity to initiate a position in CAE came as investors have been concerned about recent margin weakness 
within the company’s defence segment. However, we view these challenges as temporary. Inflation and supply chain 
pressures have started to ease, and CAE’s under-earning, fixed-price contracts are set to expire by 2025. We expect 
that CAE is positioned to improve its profitability as legacy fixed priced contracts roll over and as new high-margin 
defence contracts begin to ramp up. Based on the company’s guidance, new contracts should earn mid-double-digit 
margins, compared to the mid-single-digit margins on the legacy fixed-price contracts that were impacted by the 
pandemic-related cost pressures. At its current valuation levels, CAE represents an appealing risk/reward trade-off, in 
our opinion.  
 
Besides the new purchase of CAE, other major portfolio activity included the full sales of China’s Weiqiao Textile as 
well as U.S.-based National Bankshares and National Presto Industries.   
 
Current Positioning  
Allocations from a country and sector standpoint were largely unchanged during the quarter. The strategy maintains 
significant weights in industrials, consumer staples, financials (although underweight relative to the benchmark), and 
health care, while retaining underweights to technology, materials, and consumer discretionary.  
 
Geographically, the strategy continues to have significant exposure to companies in the U.K, Ireland, and emerging 
markets, and a meaningful underweight to the United States.  
 
Going forward, we remain optimistic about the portfolio's holdings composition and the risk/reward trade-off it offers.  
 
 
For term definitions: https://www.brandes.com/termdefinitions 

The MSCI ACWI Small Cap Index with net dividends captures small cap representation across developed and emerging markets countries. 

The MSCI ACWI Small Cap Value Index captures small cap securities across developed and emerging markets countries exhibiting overall value style characteristics, 
defined using book value to price, 12-month forward earnings to price, and dividend yield.  

https://www.brandes.com/termdefinitions
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MSCI has not approved, reviewed or produced this report, makes no express or implied warranties or representations and is not liable whatsoever for any data in the 
report. You may not redistribute the MSCI data or use it as a basis for other indices or investment products.   

The foregoing Quarterly Commentary reflects the thoughts and opinions of Brandes exclusively and is subject to change without notice. The information provided in 
the commentary should not be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell any particular security. It should not be assumed that any security transactions, 
holdings or sectors discussed were or will be profitable, or that the investment recommendations or decisions we make in the future will be profitable or will equal the 
investment performance discussed herein. International and emerging markets investing is subject to certain risks such as currency fluctuation and social and 
political changes; such risks may result in greater share price volatility. There is no assurance that any securities discussed herein will remain in an account’s 
portfolio at the time you receive this report or that the securities sold have not been repurchased. The actual characteristics with respect to any particular account will 
vary based on a number of factors including but not limited to: (i) the size of the account; (ii) investment restrictions applicable to the account, if any; and (iii) market 
exigencies at the time of investment. Unlike bonds issued or guaranteed by the U.S. government or its agencies, stocks and other bonds are not backed by the full 
faith and credit of the United States. Stock and bond prices will experience market fluctuations. Please note that the value of government securities and bonds in 
general have an inverse relationship to interest rates. Bonds carry the risk of default, or the risk that an issuer will be unable to make income or principal payment. 
There is no assurance that private guarantors or insurers will meet their obligations. The credit quality of the investments in the portfolio is not a guarantee of the 
safety or stability of the portfolio. Investments in Asset Backed and Mortgage Backed Securities include additional risks that investors should be aware of such as 
credit risk, prepayment risk, possible illiquidity and default, as well as increased susceptibility to adverse economic developments. Securities of small companies 
generally experience more volatility than mid and large sized companies. Although the statements of fact and data in this report have been obtained from, and are 
based upon, sources that are believed to be reliable, we cannot guarantee their accuracy, and any such information may be incomplete or condensed. Strategies 
discussed are subject to change at any time by the investment manager in its discretion due to market conditions or opportunities. The Brandes investment approach 
tends to result in portfolios that are materially different than their benchmarks with regard to characteristics such as risk, volatility, diversification, and concentration. 
Please note that all indices are unmanaged and are not available for direct investment. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. No investment strategy 
can assure a profit or protect against loss. Market conditions may impact performance. The performance results presented were achieved in particular market 
conditions which may not be repeated. Moreover, the current market volatility and uncertain regulatory environment may have a negative impact on future 
performance. The margin of safety for any security is defined as the discount of its market price to what the firm believes is the intrinsic value of that security. The 
declaration and payment of shareholder dividends are solely at the discretion of the issuer and are subject to change at any time. 
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